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Winter Play
Do you have any ideas for creative winter play?
As temperatures start to drop, so does our motivation to go outside and play. A greater effort
is required to prepare children for outdoor play, but with a little planning and the proper
clothing it can be well worth the extra effort. As our friends in Sweden say, “There is no such
thing as bad weather, only bad clothes.”
Activities for Cold Days
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Freeze water with food coloring, sand or other textures in clear plastic containers so
that children can see what is inside and use them as blocks. If it is cold enough, let the
containers freeze outside.
Bubble Freeze – blow bubbles & catch one on the bubble wand. If it is cold enough, it
will freeze like a crystal ball and then shatter!
Freeze some items (leaves, acorns, small toys) in an empty paper container, then rip
off the paper and see how the children can get the items out.
Freeze blocks of ice and build small igloos – freeze ice in bread pans, ice cube trays,
etc.
Go on a nest hunt. With all the leaves off the trees, nests are much easier for children
to spot. Look high and low for bird and squirrel nests. Keep count. How many can you
spot in your neighborhood, the local park, or on your center grounds? Encourage
children to flap their arms like a bird or scamper like a squirrel each time they spot a
nest.
Search for and collect the colors of winter. Although more challenging than in other
seasons, there are still plenty of colors about in winter. For an added challenge,
search the crayon box for the closest matches to the colors found outdoors.
Build forts!
Decorate bare trees with paper snowflakes, colored lights and bells.
Dance to your favorite music.
Plant bulbs indoors – paperwhites & amaryllis.

Activities for Rainy Days
•
•
•

Put on the rain boots and splash in puddles.
Bring paintbrushes outside and use the water from the puddles to paint on the
sidewalk.
Talk about how water flows: down gutters, along creek beds, down hills, down to
where puddles form.
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•

Bring out plastic tubes for water flow experiments – what else can travel down the
tubes?

Activities for Snowy Days
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catch snowflakes on black construction paper and use a magnifying glass to get a
good look at them.
Catch snowflakes on your tongue. Ask: How many can you catch?, or What does it
feel like when it melts?
Look for animal tracks in the snow or try to identify “Kid tracks” (stand in a row and
then have everyone take a few steps).
Build kid-sized snow forts or homes for the snow fairies.
Go sledding. Even without hills, children will enjoy pulling one another on the sleds.
Shovel snow – just for fun or shovel the snow into a maze that children can navigate.
Use traditional sand play toys, such as buckets, shovels and trucks, to mold and
shape the snow, just as you would sand.
Use squirt bottles filled with colored water to snow paint. Food coloring is non-toxic.

Resources:
•
•

www.livestrong.com: multiple articles on winter outdoor activities. Check the lower
right corner for additional articles.
http://notjustcute.com/: Additional ideas for winter outdoor play.
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